
Nam�:

HOW DOES WHERE WE LIVE IMPACT HOW WE LIVE?

Throughout this unit, you have learned that all living beings throughout history

have adapted to the environment that they live in. Early human civilizations

were settled in ideal geographical regions and animals have evolved over many

years through natural selection to meet their survival needs.

TO SHOW YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THIS QUESTION, YOU MUST

COMPLETE AT LEAST THE FIRST TWO ASSIGNMENTS. The more

assignments you complete, the more points you can earn for your team based on

the quality of the assignment you submit. SEE ATTACHED FOR EACH

PROJECT CHECKLIST AND MARKING RUBRIC!

My Climate Zone:________________________________________________

NEED TO DO

(Up to 5000 points each)

Imagine your civilization was an island. Create a

birds eye view map of your civilization. Your map

must display landforms and natural resources. It

must include human inhabitants and show signs of

civilization. Your map must include a title, legend,

compass, and scale. Your map must also include a

picture with labels of how humans have adapted to

this climate zone.

Create an animal that would live on your island.

Draw your animal and explain the features of its

environment, along with the adaptations it has made

to catch food, move, protect itself, and attract a

mate.

COULD DO

(Up to 5000 points each)

Create a flag and coat of arms that features the

geography of your island. On a lined piece of paper,

explain in a paragraph response what your design

means and how it shows your island’s geography.

Create a mini field guide (small book with cover

page) to the plants and animals on your island. The

plants and animals can be real or fake. Include a

short writeup and labelled image of each plant or

animal. Minimum two plants and two animals.

Write a research report that compares the

geography of your island civilization to that of

Ancient Mesopotamia. This should be a

multi-paragraph response that compares the

climate, landforms, and natural resources of the

two civilizations (similarities and differences). Use

evidence to support your findings.

Write a research report that compares the climate

of your civilization to that of the Okanagan. This

should be a multi-paragraph response that

compares the climate of the two regions. Support

your findings with graphs (climograph) and tables

where necessary.


